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Abstract

This paper considers the pros and cons of using Be-
havioural cloning for the development of low-level heli-
copter automation modules. Over the course of this project
several Behavioural cloning approaches have been inves-
tigated. The results of the most effective Behavioural
cloning approach are then compared to PID modules de-
signed for the same aircraft. The comparison takes into
consideration development time, reliability, and control
performance. It has been found that Behavioural cloning
techniques employing local approximators and a wide
state-space coverage during training can produce stabil-
ising control modules in less time than tuning PID con-
trollers. However, performance and reliabity deficits have
been found to exist with the Behavioural Cloning, at-
tributable largely to the time variant nature of the dynamics
due to the operating environment, and the pilot actions be-
ing poor for teaching. The final conclusion drawn here is
that tuning PID modules remains superior to behavioural
cloning for low-level helicopter automation.

1 Introduction

This paper considers the pros and cons of using Be-
havioural cloning for the development of low-level heli-
copter automation modules. The Behavioural cloning uses
the aircraft state and teacher pilot actions to learn to carry
out desired tasks. The approach is then compared to tradi-
tional PID modules designed on the same hardware, taking
into account such factors as design time, method reliabil-
ity, and control performance. Testing is carried out on our
Xcell-60 experimental platform equipped with inertial, vi-
sual, and GPS sensing (Figure 1).

Helicopters are typically described in the literature as
having unstable, nonlinear, time varying, coupled dynam-
ics. Nevertheless, suites of PID control modules have been
employed to produce autonomous helicopters capable of
performing complicated missions [19, 1]. In recent years,
more advanced control approaches such as gain scheduling

Figure 1: Xcell 60 Helicopter Platform

[21] and linearization feedback [13, 18] have been applied
with considerable success. However PID control contin-
ues to dominate most small scale helicopter design sys-
tems mainly because they are simple, and do not require
a dynamic model for design; the development of such dy-
namic models for small size helicopters has commanded
considerable research focus over recent years [14, 11].

One of the problems with such simple PID approaches,
is that the tuning of gains is noted to be tedious. Machine
learning continues to receive mention as an alternative
to hand-tuning PID gains for helicopter automation; self-
learning is most commonly suggested [10, 2]. Discounted-
future-reward type reinforcement learning has dominated,
with successful aircraft stabilisation demonstrated on a
Yamaha R-50 experimental platform. However, given the
typically slow convergence of value function base rein-
forcement learning, control synthesis has been necessar-
ily performed offline using an accurate dynamic model; as
stated previously such models are far from trivial to con-
struct. The other learning approach is behavioural cloning
using a human teacher, which has been demonstrated on
tasks such as backing a truck and trailer assembly [22],
driving a car [20, 17], general task learning [23, 16], and



the famous pole-cart stabilisation problem [12, 8, 9]. In
1998 behavioural cloning was first applied to helicopter at-
titude control [15]. While some success was shown in sim-
ulation, the controllers failed to stabilise the experimental
aircraft [15].

2 Behavioural cloning isn’t all the same

Several behavioural cloning approaches were tested be-
fore full aircraft stabilisation was achieved. The first ap-
proach was to divide the helicopter automation control
problem into tasks such as hover, forward, backward,
turn etc. An arbitration layer would sit on top of the
behavioural layer, switching between them according to
some mission objectives (Figure 2). This is a typical
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Figure 2: Task decomposition learning architecture.

behaviour-based approach. The first behaviour trialed for
learning was hover. Hover was chosen because it is lo-
gistically the easiest to train (i.e small airspace required),
and the most difficult envelope in which to achieve stabil-
isation. Consequently if hover could be learnt, then so to
could the other behaviours. Multi-layer neural networks
with and without feedback connections were used as the
learning architecture [7].

While it was found that the learned system’s pilot mim-
icking capabilities were excellent, mimicking was occur-
ing using all the wrong cues and for all the wrong reasons
[4]. Within such a tight envelope, unobservable effects
such as varying wind conditions dominated the dynamics,
resulting in training data being information difficient with
regard to showing any aircraft-attitude-to-pilot-action rela-
tionship. The result was destabilising rather than stabilis-
ing control [4].

The second approach looked to expand the training en-
velope such that unobservable effects would be less dom-
inant. The automation problem was divided in a more tra-
ditional manner. Each aircraft axis was considered to be
decoupled, with learning applied to each seperately. The
resulting architecture, shown in Figure 3, was more repre-
sentative of the PID modules later developed for compar-
ison. The higher-level layer then simply sends demands
such as desired roll, velocity, height etc. to these decou-
pled low-level modules.
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Figure 3: More traditionally inspired decomposition
learning architecture.

Again multi-layer neural networks were employed as
the learning architecture. However, no recurrent connec-
tions were included as it was found in [7] that all nec-
essary state history (i.e. to be considered Markovian)
was captured by the sensors available. Training of these
modules was performed by what we termed destabilisa-
tion/restabilisation sequences, in which a single axis would
be stabilised (eg lateral velocity induced) and then resta-
bilised (velocity arrested); during the restabilisation phase
the module would be mapping the relavant aircraft state to
pilot actions.

While it was clear that this approach was providing a
more information rich training environment, the feedfor-
ward global approximators were exhibiting training insta-
bility [6]. Tuning of learning parameters could improve
learning stability, but at considerable learning time cost.
Besides, such intense tuning of learning parameters de-
feats the purpose of using learning to avoid tedious tuning
of PID gains.

The third approach used the same destabilisa-
tion/restabilisation sequences for training, but abandonned
the global approximators in favour of the Fuzzy Associa-
tive Memory local approximator. FAMs were adopted for
two reasons. The first is that there are no learning param-
eters to tune; the only design choice is fuzzy set place-
ment. During learning, the FAM essentially performs a
weighted average of the teacher actions in each cell, and
consequently reduces the importance of learning stability
issues. Secondly, local approximation means that once
you’ve trained the system in one region of state space, it
will not be forgotten if training is concentrated in another
region. Thus one could be methodical about the training
process; i.e. "we’ve been there so we don’t need to go
there again". This is important for online learning where
the teacher needs to be able to make an informed decision
about the type of action best next performed.

The FAMs trained using the destabilisa-
tion/restabilisation sequences successfully demonstrated
stabilisation of all axes [5]. These include simple single-
input-single-output 1-dimensional FAMs for heading,
roll and pitch control, and multi-input-single-output
2-dimensional FAMs for lateral velocity control and



height control. Of course the question remains, "How
advantageous was the learning approach when compared
to traditional PID".

3 To PID or not to PID - that is the question?
Whether ’tis nobler to bear the slings and arrows of tun-

ing PID controllers, or to take arms against a sea of gains,
and by applying machine learning end them. This question
of PID vs cloning must be considered in three parts; devel-
opment time, reliability/repeatability, and control perfor-
mance.

3.1 Development time
Development time refers to the time taken to either tune

the PID controllers, or to train the FAMs. This does not in-
clude the development time taken to discredit the earlier
cloning approaches. If this method would be only applica-
ble to helicopters, then that would be fair, however given
that this approach could be applied to any multi-degree-
of-freedom, unstable but human operatable system, only
training vs tuning time provides an informative compari-
son of the two methods.

The PID design approach was highly methodical, step-
ping incrementally over a range of gains and applying step
responses for each gain setting. Responses were analysed
offline and the best gain chosen. The design of each con-
trol module demanded approximately 15 minutes of flight
time, and approximately 1 hour of offline analysis.

The training of the FAMs was an order of magnitude
faster. As mentioned in Section 2, the only design choice
required for FAM control is input space set division. The
pilot would perform a couple of mock training sequences,
during which the range of aircraft motion was scrutinised,
and set limits determined. Carrying out the mock training
runs for set division took around 2 minutes. Training time
usually took another 2 minutes, and so rounding for take
off and landing we get approximately 5 minutes per control
module development time.

3.2 Reliability/repeatability
The repeatability and reliability of correctly designed

PID controllers is well documented. Thus the issue of
reliability/repeatability applies only to the behavioural
cloning. One training reliability issue is input space set
division. The number of sets was determined according
to the state range seen during the mock training trials, and
the pilot’s sensing resolution. That is, a pilot cannot distin-
guish attitudes to less than 1 degree error when the aircraft
is 15 meters away travelling at 2ms

� 1, so if the maximum
range were 5 degrees, dividing the input space into more
than five sets would over granulise the input space. Too
many sets can cause the lack of pilot resolution to turn into
training ambiguity. Too few sets on the other hand results
in a loss of our ability to capture the nonlinearity of the
pilot’s actions.

For the simple 1-dimensional roll, pitch, and heading
control modules, this issue of set division had little effect

on reliability, such that all training runs conducted pro-
duced stabilising controllers. For the 2-dimensional lat-
eral velocity and height controllers on the hand, set place-
ment proved more critical. The problem here was that the
optimal set placement could vary greatly between training
runs; i.e. the pilot was highly variable in his nonlinear con-
trol approach. All height control trials produced stabilising
height controllers, however the quality of control varied.
Many velocity controller training trials, on the other hand,
failed to produce stabilising modules.

Unobservable wind effects were also thought to affect
training success. Analysis of the pilot actions, particu-
larly for height and lateral velocity control, shows the pilot
taking action that seemingly had no effect on the aircraft
state. In other cases the aircraft might stop without any
pilot input (wind gust), meaning that the learning system
will learn that upon arriving at the destination state, simply
maintain the same control input as before, which would
clearly cause the aircraft to overshoot in the absence of
such environmental effects. Due to these changing con-
ditions, the pilot’s actions were often non-monotonic with
respect to the input space, introducing considerable ambi-
guity into the learning process (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Pilot stick movements in response to unobserv-
able effects introduce ambiguity in traning data.

3.3 Control performance
This section presents brief comparisons between FAM

and PID control for all axes. A more comprehensive dis-
cussion of the FAM control performance and the PID per-
formance can be sourced in [5] and [3] respectively. The
reader must also recognise that these experiments were
carried out in a highly uncontrolled environment; i.e. real
world flight environment. Thus precise quantitative com-
parisons are for the most part meaningless. The discussion
here is restricted to a more qualitative analysis.

The PID and behavioural cloning heading control track-
ing, illustrated in Figure 5, shows no notable differ-



ence between the two, except for the FAM control being
marginally slower and slightly more oscillatory. The roll
and pitch control tracking shown in Figures 6 and 7, also
show the PID and FAM controllers to have similar perfor-
mance. In both cases, we note that the PID response is
faster than that of the FAM. Furthermore, the effects of
not having integral action present in controllers generated
using simple cloning can be seen in the roll control track-
ing plot of Figure 6, where the FAM exhibits some clear
steady state error. Not shown here, is that this error varied
(see [5]) during a flight depending on the conditions, while
the PID integral compensated for the varying dynamics.
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Figure 5: Comparison between PID and FAM tracking
performance for heading control.
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Figure 6: Comparison between PID and FAM tracking
performance for roll control.

The PID and behavioural cloning height tracking, illus-
trated in Figure 8, shows the PID response is somewhat
slower than the FAM response. However the results pre-
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Figure 7: Comparison between PID and FAM tracking
performance for pitch control.

sented for PID height control are those achieved after very
brief gain tuning. It is expected that the response of the
PID control module can be greatly improved. The PID and
behavioural cloning lateral velocity tracking, illustrated in
Figure 9, shows that the PID indisputably outperforms the
FAM module. It should be noted that the results presented
here are the worst for both the FAM and PID, however
the PID’s considerable superiority was observed for best,
worst, and average case scenarios (see [5, 3]). Given the
problems encountered with learning reliability discussed
in Section 3.2, coupled with the comparitively poor con-
trol performance (to PID) shown in Figure 9, longitudinal
velocity control cloning experiments were not conducted.
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Figure 8: Comparison between PID and FAM tracking
performance for lateral velocity control.
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Figure 9: Comparison between PID and FAM tracking
performance for lateral velocity control.

4 Pilots aren’t great teachers

In Section 3.2, several issues regarding learning relia-
bility were highlighted, including optimal set placement
variation due to pilot policy variation, and environmental
effects varying the dyanmics during the learning process.
Another problem, hinted at in Section 3.2 was the pilot’s
sensing ability. In many of the training trials, the pilot’s
lack of ability to perform the desired task was noted. This
inability would often manifest in the form of large over-
shoots (see Figure 10) and steady state errors (see Fig-
ure 11). Given that the pilot is recognised at both the na-
tional and international competitive RC helicopter levels,
this cannot be attributed to using a poor pilot for training.
The problem reduces to the pilot’s inability to sense air-
craft velocities and attitudes to within error levels accept-
able from a computer controlled viewpoint. The pilot has
other higher-level cognitive processes to compensate for
their poor sensing abilities. They also have extra sensors
not available to the computer, such as being able to de-
tect for wind and pre-compensate for the dynamic effects.
These processes are not available to the cloning system,
and thus it is trying to learn from a teacher while being
given only half the information upon which the teacher’s
actions are based.

5 Conclusions

This paper has compared the two seperate streams of
control research conducted on the CSIRO autonomous he-
licopter project; traditional PID and FAMs generated us-
ing behavioural cloning. It has been found that the be-
havioural cloning approach is faster than tuning PID gains
for generating heading, roll and pitch control modules.
The cloning approach was found to reliably generate these
modules, with comparable control performance to the PID
controllers. However the absence of integral action in the
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Figure 10: Pilot overshoots the stabilised (zero velocity)
mark by 1ms

� 1.
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Figure 11: Pilot settles with an SSE of 0 � 5ms
� 1.

cloned FAM modules resulted in them exhibiting some
susceptibility to wind conditions. Generation of the more
complicated height and lateral velocity controllers using
cloning, on the other hand, was found to be less impres-
sive. Control quality greatly varied between learning tri-
als, and on no occassion was the velocity control quality of
the cloned system’s performance comparable to the tuned
PID modules. It is expected that this same quality defi-
ceit will exist for the height control once the PID module
is properly tuned. This is attributable in part to the input
set division, which cannot be well defined a priori due to
the pilot’s policy variation from trial to trial. However it is
more attributable to varying dynamics during training due
to changing wind conditions, and the pilot’s inability to
perform the desired tasks, or largely to sense the aircraft’s



state, to within accuracy levels necessary for a reactive sys-
tem to learn from state-action duples.
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